
Fueling great teaching with
the power of educational

video.

Fresh & current

Our library is always growing,

offering teachers a continuous

stream of new content to keep

students interested

Resource rich

Lesson plans, activities, teacher

ratings, and suggested classroom

usages provide teachers guidance

while maximizing teacher choice  

Vetted & teacher-curated Flexible & adaptable

Platform supports differentiated

instruction, flipped classrooms,

blended learning, and other

teaching methodologies 

The Boclips for Teachers video platform provides teachers with the content, tools, and
strategies they need to use video in the classroom safely, easily, and with maximum
effectiveness. Packed with over 1 million high-quality videos and an array of standards-
aligned resources, our flexible platform empowers teachers to enrich lessons with video
whenever, however, and wherever they see fit. 
 

www.boclips.com/teachers

+1-855-301-4531

Unbeatable content

Teachers get instant access to over

1 million vetted, short-form videos

from over 160 globally recognized

content providers

Time-saving search

With content browsable by subject,

age, and duration, teachers spend

less time searching for, judging, and

implementing video resources

boclips.com

contact@boclips.com

Why educators choose Boclips for Teachers:

Our content is educationally relevant,

curated to support learning

standards, and vetted for accuracy

and quality



Over 1 million videos from 160+ premier brands—
all in one place. 

“I love being able to quickly find quality clips that fit right into what I'm

teaching. Often it's the video that gels the concept.”

—Boclips teacher

+1-855-301-4531
boclips.com

contact@boclips.com

Search for
subject-
specific
videos

Just a few of the things teachers can do in Boclips for Teachers:

Create and
bookmark
customized
video
collections 

Browse video
collections by
subject to find
content suitable
to students'
needs

Filter results
based on
grade,
duration, and
subject

Use self-paced
lesson plans
matched to
academic
standards

Rate videos and
recommend how
to use them

Learn how to bring Boclips for Teachers to your school. 
www.boclips.com/teachers


